SLEEVE-TYPE 304 STAIN.STL.TUBING
FULL HARD TEMPER

2.25 (REF) 1.00 MIN
1.515 ± 0.10

.130 ± 0.001 OD.

PLASTIC HANDLE
MACHINED EASTMAN
TENITE BUTYRATE

STAMP-1/16" HIGH NUMBERS GM12014012
OPTIONAL

WEATHER PACK REMOVAL
DRAWN T.G
DATE 11-15-85
WHITE PROTS T8
WEATHER PACK REMOVAL
STAMP-1/16" HIGH NUMBERS GM12014012
TENITE BUTYRATE

12 (1.889) I.D.
Weather-Pac #1 Terminal Removal Tool

SLEEVE-TYPE 304 STAIN. STL TUBING
COLD WORKED FOR MAX. YEILD STRENGTH
PER E.B. BITZER (NOV 4, 80) OF HANDY & HARMAN TUBE CO., INC.

TUBE REPLACEMENT EXPN.
CR18#4T22060-GM12018282
S.O.M. CR18#9X0042A

1.515 ± .010

.12 DIA.

.18 DIA.

1.50

Section A-A

"LOK-BLOK" INSERT PLASTIC
PLASTIC HANDLE

MACHINED EASTMAN TERYLITE (Butylate)

WEATHER PAC #1 TERMINAL REMOVAL TOOL

( ) REQ'D.